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CHAPTER I
INTROIXTCTIOH
Slgoifioanee of the Stud^
The increased life span of nan and inproved diagnostio methods have
resulted in an increased number of reported malignant oases. Due to the
fact that the population is growing older more people are lirizig to become
Tictims of oanoer.
Amazing adranoes in therapeutic techniques hare increased the number
of cancer svorriTals and radically altered the problems inrolred in the
management of the cancer patient. Adranees in treatment, like all o-Qier
advances, have created problems in their wake. Unfortunately, extensive
surgery, idiioh is as yat necessary for Hib control of many forms of can¬
cer, has resulted in serious changes in form and function of various parts
of the bo^y. These changes, often disfiguring or mutilating, are not borne
lij^tly by the average patient. They are frequently seriotis changes and
present serious challenges to the patient's capacity for adaptation in all
areas of his livii^. Despite growing awareness, there Imis been little
systematic study of the impact of cancer and the attending surgical pro¬
cedures to guide the clinician and the social worker in the practical
problem of managing Ihe cancer survivor in his total situation.
People react differently to illness and disability, finding
in the experience varying degrees of frustration and pleasure.
In general, however, physical disability loay be considered a
negative, frustrating and anxiety provoking event. . It repre¬
sents an atta<^ iq>on the person by a hostile, malign, and often
uziknown force.^
^Prances I^ham, A l^jynamic Approach to Illness (Hew York, 1949), p. 16.
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Illness often causes Tarious psychological reactions, it may also
affect family economics \ty imposis^ additional costs, hy loss of income,
and by creating burdensome indebtedness* It often necessitates liring
through a set of bewildering and frightening medieal procedures at the
hands of unknown and impersonal experts. The whole experience of illness
and eare may stir tqp repressed fears of inadequacy, mutilation, and aimi-
hllation.
One cannot speak cf adjustment to eanoer because this oonoept is
too abstract and general to be meaningful* Each patient must be consider¬
ed an indiridual with a particular l^pe of cancer and one who has under¬
gone a partioular form of surgery or other therapy* ISmre is no special
psychology of patioits in whom cancer develops * Cancer happens to all
types of people, people idxo are more or less "normal*, people who hare
character neuroses, neurotics, psyohotics, and psychopaths. It does not,
4s far as the writer knows, seleet particular kinds of emotional problems*
Moreorer, eanoer itself is not a uniform disease. It can wery from a
basal oell earoinoma with almost no possibility of mortality to a highly
maligant, rapidly growing ttmior whi<^ can defy all methods of control.
Cancer can necessiatate the remowal of almost any organ of the body -
organs which play Tarylng roles in the total life adaption of the patient*
Ihe necessary surgery raries considerably in extent and kind and in change
of body form and function*
3h the book. Ambulatory Proctology by Alfred J* Cantor, there were
shown statistics cowering 3,563 oases of intestinal tumors, of which 97*6
percent were found to be in the colon, the appendix, <r the rectxm. "In
warious statistical reports 60 to 80 percent of intestinal cancers are
found to IxiTolTO the reotiai, and 5.25 to 12 percent of all malignant
neoplasms (intestinal and general) ooour in the anus, reotum, or sig¬
moid."^
Treatment for cancer of the rectal area is usually surgical. The
operation is knomu as abdominal perineal resection and results in tdie
formation of a ooloBtonqr. A colostomy is an artificial abdominal anus
throTi^ which bowsls are evacuated.
"The introduction in 1908, of the perineal resection of the rectum
with the concomitant permanent dry colostomy brougjht about the problem
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of management of bowel function without sphincter control." Ihis un¬
doubtedly awakens primitive feelings of fear, guilt, love and security
iftiicli were laid in the early toilet training period. "Regimes of diet
and Irrigation procedures have been considered the key to colostomy
control. Hew regimes and variations are repeatedly introduced in as much
as the paUents still have considerable difficulty in colostomy management.
The experimentation idiioh surgical procedures testify to the difficulty
of the problem. "Regardless of new surgical developments, at least half
and perhaps two thirds of all sufferers from operable carcinoma of ihe
4
reottzm must have an abdomino-perineal resection if they are to survive."
In the recent past, interest has extended from the colostomy to the
problems in living created by it and the methods by idiieh the patient
^Alfred J. -Cantor, Ambulatory Prootologsr (New York, 1946), p. 425.
2
Arthur Sutherland and Others, "The Psyohologloal Impaet of Cancer
and Cancer Surgery," Cancer, Y (September, 1952), p. 11.
®Ibid.
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solve these problems. It is the hope of this writer that this study
will be a contribution to Tumor emd Cancer Clinics in future work with
colostomy patients. Since those patients with adjustment problems are
usually referred to the social worker, it is also hoped that this study
will help them in dealing with the patient and his problem.
Purpose of the Study
The purposes of the study were to discuss: (l) general medical
aspects of the colostomy, (2) general description of the patients studied,
(3) patients' verbalized reaction to the colostomy, and (4) the role of
the social worker in working with patients with colostomies.
Method of Procediire
The oases for this study were chosen from the files of the City of
Detroit Receiving Hospital's Tumor Service. The cases studied were
selected from patient's cases whose diagnosis were carcinoma of the reotimi,
rectosigmoid, sigmoid or colon, and whose method of treatment were abdomi¬
nal-perineal resection. The selected cases were all those patients who
had the abdominal perineal resection (resulting in permanent colostomies),
sometime between September 1, 1948 and September 1, 1952 at Detroit Re¬
ceiving Hospital. This study included all of the patients known to be
alive at the time of study and with whom Tvsnor Service had contact.
Personal interviews were held with the patients when possible. HVhen
the personal interviews were not possible, medical and social histories
were utilized. Interviews were held with doctors, nurses, dietitions and
social workers concerning the treatment and regimes of these patients.
Also literature pertinent to the subject was consulted.
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Scope and Limitations
Qhis study included twenty-one patients with permanent colostomies
resulting from abdominal perineal resection idiich was done because of
carcinoma of the rectum, rectosigmoid, sigmoid or colon. Hieir operations
were performed sometime between September 1, 1948 and September 1, 1952.
Both male and female, white and Negro patients, regardless of age, were
included.
Ihe study is limited by the fact that Recelying Hospital serves only
emergency and/or indigent patients. The study is further limited by the
size of the sample.
CHAPTER II
GENERAL MEDICAL ASPECTS OP THE COLOSTOMI
The tera "Coloston^", or artificial anus, is of ominous signifieanoe
to the patient with cancer of the rectal and colonio area. Host patients
with carcinoma of the rectal and colonic area are somewhat aware of their
plight before they are seen at the clinic. The referring physician has
loade a digital examination and in most oases, referred the patient*for
biopsy and treatment. Information regarding the diagnosis may have been
passed directly er inferred. In either case the patient is worried and in
great fear.
As soon as the biopsy specimen has been taken and protoscopie
examination has been ooiqpleted, the average patient expects answers to
his questions. The reaction to the diagnosis of "Cancer" is a flood of
questions such as, "Will I have an artificial opening?", "How long will
I live?", "What have I done to deserve this?", or "I have always led a
good lifs, why should this happen to me?" At this point, it is an unusual
person who is ready to assimilate any Information about a ooloston^ or the
details of the operation. Turnbull and Michels states,
.... At this time the surgeon should attempt to do most ef the
talking, mainly because the patients questions are unanswerable.
The necessity for coloston^ is stressed but questions pertain¬
ing to its management must be postponed and the patient assured
that an educational program pertaining to its care will be in¬
stituted before he leaves the hospital.^
The patient has the decision to make as to whether or not he will submit
^R. B. Turnbull, Jr. and Arthur G. Michels, "The Mansigement of the




The ozily recognized method of treating anal and eolonlc cancer is
by surgery. Biis siargery, called abdominal perineal resection, involres
excising the part of the organ that is infiltrated with cancer and bring¬
ing the remaining colon, which will be used for bowel moTsments, to the
abdominal wall where an opening is made, ihis opening is called the
colostomy. The anus and lower reottmi is excised and tram the time of the
operation, as in the case of the permanent oolostoBQr, bowel moyements are
eraouated tfarou^ the artificial opening rather than from the anus.
Ihe surgical experience itself is probably crucial to the
long range adaptation of the patient. In the first place, a
fairly large percentage of patients regard any major surgery as
haring a hi^ probability of being fatal, or at least mutilating.
IVeqaently, the extensire remoral of body parts, especially of
organs sigi^fioant to the patient, is beliered to be incompatible
with health and ritality.^
Althbu^ not all colostomies are permanent, it was with those patients
irtiose colostomies are permanent that this study is concerned. These people
must learn to lire with and adjust to many new and sometimes fri^tening
phenomena.
Admittedly, the care of a colostomy is a chore and an inconTenience
to some extent. It is not as satisfactory as a normal functioning rectum,
but it can be assumed that it is more satisfying than is haring cancer.
"Ihe newly made colostomywill function better if left to its own
2
derioes." IXLarrhea or frequent bowel morements are undesirable and break
down the patient's morale. Ihe ideed situation is a daily spontaneous
1
Federal Security Agency, Public Heedth Serrice, Public Health Re¬
ports , 96. II (iTashlngton, 1952), p. 1142.
B. Tumbxill, Jr. and Arthur Q. Hlchels, op. eit., p. 12.
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aoToaont that is dry and foraed. Tonard this end) the "oolostoiay diet”
is initiated.
The number and texture of the hovel moTements throu^ the oolostomy
ean often be controlled by the patient's diet. !llhe folloving table shovs
the studied patients' dietary regimes.
X&B12 1







Ibtal 21 7 9 6
Ihe five patients listed in iiie chart vhose diets are uoknovn in-
oludei one patient vho mould not ansver the question, and four patients
in hospital in other eities aho mere not interrieved.
Three of the patients vitii prescribed diets admitted lliat -Uiey did
not follow these diets. The reasons for vhidh mill be discussed in
Chapter IP.
Teo of the patients vho did not have prescribed diets stated that
they had "made” diets lAiidi suited their needs and ahieh aided in ihe
maitagement of the eolostoiqy.
OiB eolostony diet consists of a nourishing regime idiieh omits gas
and diarrhea prodhoing foods. Althou^ there is great individual variation
in iMs respect, certain foods may be eliminated from the first. In gen¬
eral, fruits (oooked or raw) are omitted. Uncooked vegetables (salads)
often cause diarrhea. Uilk and other milk products are encouraged because
of their constipating effects, imong the undesirable foods are the following:
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raw salads y tomatossy tou^ ealsryy oabbaga. It is ii^portant that tha
patisnt adhera to eolostomj diat aspeoially for tho first faw waaks.
!Qiis pariod is the oost oritioal to tha patient beoausa if ha finds
that he has soma oontrol over his oolony ha will probably make a rapid
adjTistment.
To prerent spontaneous oolostony araouation the patient must deter¬
mine the time at uhioh his oolon is f illedy and antioipata this by a
thorou^ araouation with a elaansing anamay ihioh is called irrigation,
fhether morning or aroning irrigations era used depends on the oonvaxiienoa
of the patient. Older patients with bowel habits of olook-lika ragulari'ty
may fellow this plan after the operation. Usually the patient* s pra-
oparatira bowel habit is detaminad and he is urged to try to matoh this
with an appropriate irrigation pattern.
9)0 amount of water to be used at aaoh irrigation is remarkably eon-
stant. Generally one quart of warm water is allowed to run slowly into
the colon. The water is not only a medium for the reooTery of oolon
eontaats but acts as a stimulus to mass peristalsis (waTO like mowemant
in intestines) throu^ OTordistantion of a hollow Tisous* The irrigation
is to be repeated as many times as neeessary to eraouate the oolon. Salt
or soda may be added eoeasionally as both are known to stimulate peris¬
talsis. Soap shoiild be aroldad as it is irritating to the muoosa.
Ifony tj^s of apparatus hawa bean Introduoad for irrigating Iha
oolostony. 9iara is so muoh Tariation among patients that a standard sat
or Biethod is not applloable in each oaso} howsTsry the applied principles
may be -raried to suit Indiyldtial needs. The apparattis may be ailhar an
enema syringe or ean with attached tubing and rubber disk. On the seyenth
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or eighth poetoperatiye day* a doctor Tlaits the patient and presents the
equipment. Colostos^ irrigation is explained simply as an enema to he
taken at intervals. The patient is taken to the bathroom and instructed
personally during the first two irrigations. Questions are answered as
they arise. The importance of personal help at this critical period can¬
not be overestimated. It usually is not necessary that subsequent irri¬
gating periods be supervised.
A method of irrigating used by some patients 1st to fasten a plastic
apron around the waist below the colostomy. The apron is buttoned at the
lower end fonnlng a funnel. The lubricated index finger is inserted' into the
colostomy full length to dialate the colostomy and straighten out a kink
usually present just inside the peritoneum (lining of abdominal cavity).
The catheter (a hollow tube for introduction into a narrow ^opening) is in¬
serted three or four inches with the water running and is moved in and out
a number of times until the terminal three to six Inches of colon are
cleansed. Following this* one quart of water may be introduced slowly into
the colon* the rubber disk acting as a dam to prevent reflux. A few min¬
utes later the catheter stay be withdrawn* allowing the escape of contents.
The whole process may be repeated as many times as necessary to evacuate
the colon.
Eleven of the twenty-one patients studied stated that they maxiaged
their colostomies by irrigation. The following table shows how often they
irrigate.
However* the average time spent in irrigation of the eleven patients
who stated that they irrigated was approximately forty-thi^e minutes at
each irrigation. Eight of the eleven patients Irrigated dally;, two
11
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Six of the patieatB interrlomd did not irrigato their eoloatoBios.
Pixo of them relied exolusiTely on diet for eolostoi^ oontrol, and one
used a eolostony hag.
irrigatod eemi-weekly and one irrigated imekly.
The advantage of the daily Irrigation is that if the patient
has a satisfactory eloaranoe in the morning Ihere is less likeli¬
hood of aoeidents or spillage later in the The disadvantages
are that irrigation takes a great deal of tjime and is apt to bo
messy, nnloss ^o patient ^s aeoess to the bathroom for from
twenty minutes to an hour.^
If irrigation is not properly completed and if the oolon is left
partly full, the remaining eontents will be ejected at frequentfin-
tervals throughout the day. Although patients complain of diunrhea, they
are sometimes showing the effects of an inooapletely evacuated colon.
Colostomy fhressing.— A metiiod of eolostomy dressing is desoribed by
a patient in the ertiele, "The Management of the Patient With the Permanent
Colostomy,” is Aelfollows:
^Management of a Permaiaont Colostomy} Study of 100 Patients at Bnae




?or dress during the day an elastie ahdomin&l supporter
is nom. Under Ihis (and over the oolostomy) is a plastie
refrigerator howl oorer containing four thioknesses of toilet
paper and two and ons-half inch square pad of cotton next to
the oolestoBiy* The toilet paper is a noisture absorbent*
For night dressiag wide unbleached cotton bands may be worn
instead of the supporter. A small piece of cotton is placed ever
the colostomy. Ihis is eoTored with folded toilet paper; Over
“Uiis is placed a sheet of paper towel, then the band. Usually,
except for some moisture the covering is still clean in the morn¬
ing.
In general women use the same oolostomy dressing as men and a two
way stretdi girdle is pulled ever all.
Colostomy Bags.— One patient included in this study used the
oolostomy bag. Ihe use of the oolostomy bag is to adnit defeat in manage-
ment of the oolostomy. They are bulky and foul smelling in most instances.
The odor of fecal contaminated rubber is penetrating and permanent.
Solid stool eannot be let out of the bag throti^ the valve without much
difficulty.
From the foregoing description of the diagnosis, the necessary sur¬
gery, followed by the permanency of the colostomy and its care, one ean
see that such a radical operative procedure and the subsequent after care
neeessities^t can, and often does alter the patient’s life, and have quite
an emotional impact upon him. Uhile this does not of necessity prevail
with all patients who have colostomies, such did prevail with all of tiie
patients used in this study.
CEAPm III
OEHERAL 3SSCRZPTI0V OF XHE PATIEHTS STUOIED
It is tbs purpose of this chapter to gire a general eon^aratiTS des-
oriptioa of the patients studied - at the tine of their operation (abdonl-
nal perineal resection) and at the tine of this stu^y* ^1* ehapter nill
also hri^g i^ out some changes isade in the patienti^T liTes after their eo-
lostosdes*
Illnessy as a rulSy presents the most formidable -Oireat to the
family life. Family relations are usually affeetedy not so much by tiie
kind of disease as it is hy the duration of the disease. If an illness
is short and leases no ill effects y then it can ordinarily be left to
medical prooediires.
Chronie diseasesy on the other handy present problems to the patienty
to his familyy to the medical prooediroy and to the social uorker. Mseases
due to cancer or ether tumors haeo a profound effect on the faoily equili¬
brium.
lo. order to give a fairly representative picture of the patients
studiedy some deseriptiott of th^air ages^at the tine of the oolostcmy and
at the time of this studyy sexy raooy source of Inoomey marital status and
recreational activity uas considered essential*
3he table following shews the patients ages at the time of their
operations and at the tima they were InterTiewed for this study (Januaryy
1964),
Table S shows that at the time of this stuc|y one patient had had his
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TABLE S
TEAR OF PATIEIiTS* OFERATJOH, AGE AT THAT TIUE, AITO
AGE AT THE TIME OF STUDY (JAITOART, 1964)




At Tlae of Study
Total 21
1 1952 89 41
2 1962 68 60
5 1951 69 72
4 1949 59 64
5 1951 47 50
6 1948 69 76
7 1949 69 74
8 1952 67 69
9 1950 59 63
10 1961 68 T1
11 1952 63 65
12 1952 63 65
15 1951 59 62
14 1950 40 44
15 1952 52 54
16 1949 68 75
17 1951 56 59
18 1950 67 61
19 1952 61 65
20 1952 67 69
21 1950 54 58
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colostonqr for six years» throe had theirs for five years > three for
four yearsf five for three years> and nine for two years.
Qxe length of time the patiaait has had the colostomy is significant
in that the patient has undergone the surgery and had to adjust to a
bodily change. Change ia always difficult to acoept and more so when it
takes place suddenly or is extensiTO.
ha the ease of the patient with a colostomy, the length of time since
the surgery is an is^rtant factor in as far as the patient* s acceptance
of the oolostomy, adjustment to diet, irrigation routine and general ^langes
in life are concerned.
ihe age of the patient at the time of the surgical experimace is also
important since the oolostomy necessitates reduction of strenuous activity,
change in bodily functions and Increased time in performation of routine
bodily care. Age is also important trcm the standpoint of the luiturity
level of the patient to understand and accept the bodily changes, the
reasozis for then, and physical limitations due to these changes.
Age, Sex and Baoe of the Patients Studied
Cancer is primarily a chronic disease of middle age and of old age*
Chronic illness has apparently been increasing in the past years. Ihe ap¬
parent increase is based on the fact that people are living longer, and
reaching the "Chronic illness" age. Modern andioine has snde less progress
in controlling chronic illness than it has in making advances in controll¬
ing epidemics and acute illnesses.
Chronic illness had never before constituted the problem it consti¬
tutes today or will create in the fid:ure if the predicted increase in life
expectancy holds true without drastic advances in medical aianagement of the
16
illzMsses. "Ihe average Ufa •jqpeotaaoy increased fron for^-nine years
1
in 1900 to sixty-one years in 1937.”
”In 1940} nearly 9}000}000 persons in the United States had reached
the age of sixty-fiye and this figure will increase to 22}000}000 by 1980,
2
if present trends continue.”
Considering the prolongation of life expectancy} it should be noted
that the oomnon age for the ooeurenoe of cancer in the and eolonio
region of the body is teem, fifty years to seventy years of age. Statistics
show that cancer of these areas occur sore in safes -01811 in females at ^e
ratio -of almost two to one.
Sha twenty-one' patienW^et«died-iiere<^<geo# represeatatiwe^f these
statistics as the following table shows.
TABI£ 4
MB, SEL ASS MSB OFm PATIENTS STimiE9
Age in Years
at Time of Total
PAT
White
I B H T S
Non-White
Operation Male Female Male Female
Total 21 21 9 6 5 2
55 through 44 2 - 1 1 -
45 through 54 3 1 1 1 ■ -
55 Ihrou^ 64 9 2 2 3 2
65 throu^ 74 7 6 1 «o -
^Emst P. BoaS} The Bnseni Plaguei Chronic Disease (New York} 1940)}
p. 121.
2
' Wilson} SmilliO} Preventative Medicine and Public Health (Hew York*
1946)} p. 607.
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As the table shoirs, of the twenty-one patients studied eighteen of
them were be-tween the ages of ftffy to seventy years which is considered
the average for cancer of the anal and colonic area. Three of them were
yotmger than the general age group for cancer of these particular sites.
f
The incidence of oancer of the anal emd oolonio areas in the
patients studied as compared to general statistics were identical. Of the
twenigr-one patients studied, fourteen of them were males and seven were
females - giving the ratio of two males to every one female having cancer
in these areas.
Included in the study were nine white males, five non-white males,
five idiite females and two non-white females*
Out of every 100,000 white persons living in cities in the
United States, four hundred and -Uiirty are thought to be either
under treatment for cancer or under observation for previously
treated cancer. Of these, three hundred and eighty have malignant
neoplasms... Hegroes have a lower morbidity rate than the white
population which is due partly to the fact that Negroes have less
skin oancer but more to the fact that they receive less medical
care and so cases do not become known.^
- The patients studied comprised a ratio of two whites to one Negro.
Source of Income
People of all ages, races and sexes must have food, shelter and
clothing if they are to exist. The patients studied secured these
necessities through employment, relatives and social agencies. Table 5
shows the source of their incomes prior to the colostomy and at the time
of the study.
As Table 5 shows, of the twenty-one patients studied, twelve were
employed prior to the time of hospitalisation, and only one was employed
^Harold Dom, "Illness From Cancer in the Thiited States," Publio
Health Reports, Vol. 69 (January 14, 1944), p. 33.
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TABLE S
SOURCE OF INCOliB OF PATIEHTS STUDIED
Sauroaa af Inoama
PATIEITS





Soolal Aganolas 1 9
Social Saourl^ 2 2
Unknown 4 4
Othar aa 1
at tho tima af thla atudy. HawaTar, it wist ba baraa la misd that aaraa
of tha patianta wara aixty-flaa yaara old at tha tiae of tha eparation«
and nine wara alxty-fira yaara af aga and arar at tha tiaa af tha atudy.
Tha dlffiouliy af tha agad to aaoura anplaynant onst alao ba takan into
eonaidaration. Eararthalaaa. it la algnlfloant that only one of tha
twalra pravlausly amployad patianta waa still an^loyed aftar tha ooloatomy
was perforaad.
Prior to tha oparation two patianta wara supported by ralatlras or
spoueas. At tha tlaa of study four af tha patients wara supported by
ralatlTas and spouoas.
Prior to tha eparatien ono of tha patients studied was supported by
financial aid from seolal aganoias. which In this study Inoludast Old age
Aasistanea. and tha Dapartnant of Public Welfai^. Two of tha patianta
19
reoelTttd inoome ftrmii Soelal Seourlty prior to their operations*
It is iopossible for the writer to state implicitly the effeots of
the changes in the seuroes of inoomes whieh resulted in nine of the
patients reoeiring Old Age Assistanoe and Pdblio Welfare support which
indicates financial dependence* It can be assumed from the statements
which the patients made oonoeming difficulty in obtaining employment* etc*
that the majority ef the patients studied had some negatiwe feelings regard¬
ing this area ef their litres* for examplet The one patient who was em¬
ployed at tiie time ef the study expressed concern erer the fact that he
could not return to the job whieh he held prior to his colostomy* Due to
the fact that the job inTOlwed strenuous labor which he was unable to do*
he accepted a less strenuous job which paid considerably less wages. He
seemed disturbed orer this fact because the small salary did not allow him
to mowe into a lax^er home where he could hare a pidwate bathroom which he
,ftlt was necessary for proper irrigation of his eolestcqy*
Anol^r of the patients who was six^-three years eld at the time ef
the operation in 1952 was a janitor and earned thirty-fiye dollars a week*
After his discharge from the hospiteil he began receiring fizianoial aid
from the Department ef Public Welfare* He stated that the reduced income
and the fact that he was not able to woxic "drives him crazy.*
The patient's Terbalized reactions to change in source ef inoosM will
be discussed further in Chapter 17.
Illness itself is a threat to the ego* and some people may feel
negativistio about accepting* along with the physical handicap* necessary
financial assistance.
The patient and his family may find it hard to face the fact
20
of the breadwinner's temporary or permanently reduced or lost
wage-earning powers. Sometimes« alsOy the patient cannot
accept his economic dependence and the need to use community
resoviroes...!Ehe reverse is often found, too, with patients idio
use illness to secure financial support and special consideration
in the form of diets, appliances and so on.^
An example of patients using their illness or heindicaps to sectire
special consideration was exhibited in one of the patients studied. !Ihe
patient was referred to previously in reference to showing concern over the
fact that he could not return to the job he had held prior to the operation,
and who subsequently had accepted less strenuous work with lower wages.
He requested the social worker's aid in helping him to get an ap¬
pearance on a radio and television show in another city. The show was one
that gives valuable gifts to its participants who tisually must give some
good reason for wanting or needing the gifts. The patient seemed confident
that if he appeared on the show, because of his physical limitations, he
would obtain furnishings for an apartment which he desired.
Ihe social worksr enoots'aged the patient to consider caref\illy the
details involved in carrying out his idea. IDiese details included taking
a trip of many hundred miles, and then there was no assurance that he would
appear on the program or win the desired articles if he did. He recon¬
sidered the plan and decided that he would not go.
Seven of the patients studied were in the retirement age-remge before
the operation, but began the retirement period after the operation. An
article in Public Health Report states that:
Older people want to go on working after they are no longer
permitted to work full tins.. .Alternatives such as part time
1
Frances Upham, A BynaPic Approach to Illness (New York, 1949),
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irork, or o difforont kind of work, or peaaiona proaent payeho-
logloail diffleultioa to auuay older people. Sooial yordatiok ^
muat be re-rlaed, for work baa a apeoial neaniag in our aooiety*
It ia true that noat of the patiesta atudied expreaaod a doairo to
return to work, but their phyaioal ooxtditioxia whi^ may bo olaaaed aa
handioapa ia aome oeeupationa, auat be taken into ooaaideration.
"The aeleotioa and plaoement of the handieapped deoa not wary in
prineiplo from that uaed for the unimpaired. It dooa, of neeeaaity, rary
_2
aomewhat in emj^aaia." The enq^loyer auat eonaidor to a greater degree
the phyaioal eapaoity of the peraon to work under rarioua job tenaiona and
preaauroa.
Marital Statua of the Patieata Studied
"Aaerieana are aentimantal about their family ayatem and belie-ro it
to bo the moat baaio and ii^portant unit of their aooial lifo."^ Alarm ia
uaually expreaaod when there ia ovidenoo of marital atability and family
relationahipa being ahattered by conflict.
Illneaa and phyaioal diaability mey be eonaidered a conflict in aomo
reapeota beoauao it ereatea a nyriad of peraonal, intra-family, ooonomio,
and aoeial problomif. Illneaa may aaaoaa atrain and tenaion in family rela¬
tionahipa. Ihe balance of family life ean be diaturbod by erenta within
and without. Franeoa Upham atatoa that, "Sueh traunatlo experienoea aa
^Federal Security Ageney, "Paychology, Mental Health and Aging,"
Publie Health Beporta, ?ol. 67 (Waahington, HoTomber, 1952), p. 1129.
2
Amerlean Hoapital Aaaooiation, "Selection and Plaemaent of the
Handicapped,” Hoapitala, Vol. 27 (October, 1953), 77.
8
Hugh Cabot and Joaeph Eahl, Hunan Belationa (Cambridge, 1953),
p. 108.
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doath aid serious Illness of one asmber of a family hare repereussions
_ 1
on the lives of all.
The marital situation of a family may be loosely or highly erganissid.
flexible or rigid, ragged or fragile, and it bmj be eapable of mere or
less resllenoy, aeeording to the self rellanee of the members, their ability
to aeeept frustrating experienees and their eapaoity for adjusting to them.
The following table shows the marital status of the twenty-one pa¬
tients studied at the time of the operation and at the time of this study.
TABLE <
MARITAL STATUS OF THE PATIENTS STUDIED
BEFORE AND AFTER THE COLOSTOU7
Marital Status
PATIENT







Table S shows that seven of the patients were married at the time
the study was made while ten of the patients were married prior to the
operation. This dlfforenoe in number may be aeoounted for by the faet
^Franoes Upham, op. eit., p, 22.
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that two of tho paileoto' opouaes dlod, and ono pationt aoparatod from her
haaband* At tho tine of study there were no ehangos In the narltal status
of tho two single patients nor tho fire dirorood patients*
Ono ean eonoludo then* that there has been little ehange, nunerioally*
in the marital status of the patients studied*
lb has been said by sodse authorities that the patient with a eolostomy
is bettor off if ho is married at the time of his operation. The presence
of an understanding spouse ean remind tho patient that he has not been
eastratod* as sosm patients seem to feel, beeause of tho operation.
Sexual impotence may or may not be affsoted by the operation. Usually
it is not* but in s<nie rare oases rital nerres idiieh stimulate sexual
aotiwi'ty are soTored or destroyed* thus causing impotence or frigidity*
Two of tho patients roiced problesis inTOlring sexual relations due
to their colostomies. These problems will be included la Chester IT.
Social and Becreational Actlrities of the Patients Studied
Diligence end work are important* but with nothing else to balance
them* people tend to become bored and restless. Tbs solution to this may
be found la some form ef pleasurable social or recreational aotirity* It
is wise that work be blended with hobbies and recreation.
Since OTor three>feurths ef the patients studied were in the age
group which is generally considered "late middle age" and "old age"* is to
4
be expected that their social and recreational actiTities were ef a less
strenuous natuz^. Interest patterns* whaterer their area vary with age*
derelopment* and with time. They become fewer in number and more organised
and specific.
The following table shows the partieipatlon in social and recreational
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aotlTltles of the patients studied*
TJLBIE 7
PARTICIPATION IN SOCIAL* AND EECE&AIIONAL ACTIVITIES BY
TEE PATIENTS STUDIED BEFORE AND AFTER COLOSTOUI
P A T I
Prior to Colosteiqr
ENTS
At the Time of Study
Total 21 21
Participation in





*Soeial and raereational aotivities in this table refers to social
aetieities outside of the hosM*.
Comparing the soeial and raereational activities of the patients
prior to eolostomy and at the time of study* apparently* there has been
very little change in their soeial and recreational activities.
The five patients whose social and recreational activities are un¬
known inolndoc one patient idio refused to answer tlM question, axid four
patients who were in ether hospitals.
Economic security* adequate llring conditions* soeial status*
stability* and affection of his family all prorlde assets that
support the patient in his effort to resume his former respon¬
sibilities. If* on the ether hand* traumatic erents in the family*
discouragement about work* loneliness* and lack of satisfying
social incentlTos are all that the patient sees ahead* the re¬
gressive satisfactions of illness may appear more rewarding than
health.1
Frances U^am* Ibid.* p. 176.
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patients* VERBAUZED reactions to the COLOSTOm
R«o6iit studies show thst regardless of background the co-
lostongr patient has inevitable realistic probleas on the physical
plane which carry with then serious psyoholegieal difficulty -
the need to irrigate* the ever present threat of spillage* the
eurtailsMnt of sexual activity for realistic or psyehologie
reasons. The econonio level of the eolestooy patient nay greatly
influence his ability to live with su<di problesM.^
The twenty-one patients verbalised nany problems which they con¬
sidered important and which they attributed to their colostomies. The
following table lists the problems and their frequency among the patients.
TABIJB 8
PATIENTS VERBALIZED PR0B1£1IS AROUND THE COLOSTOIOT
Problems Frequency
Spillage 14





Adjusting te eolestosay 3
llarital diffloulties 3
Physieal eendition of oelostomy 2
Lack of social life 2
Charles S. Cameron* "Cancer's Invisible Wounds*" Spectrum Reprint
(Brooklyn* 1953)* p. 25.
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Most of the patients verbedlzed one or more problems for which
they felt the colostomy was directly or Indirectly responsible.
Fourteen of the twenty-one patients studied presented problems center¬
ing around spillage from the colostomy^ with problems concerning lack of
employnent next in frequency (ei^t times). Problems arotmd irrigations
were presented seven times> and inadequate housing (based on bathroom
privacy), problems of diarrhea (which are closely related), problems of
adjusting to the colostomy and marital difficulties were mentioned three
times each by the patients. Problems aroisid the physical condition of
the colostomy, and lack of social life were mentioned twice each.
Reactions to Surgery
Although none of the patients verbally stated that there were pro¬
blems around, or reactions to the surgical experience itself, many of
them probably had some very intrinsic feelings around this experience of
which they were not consciously aware or could not verbalise.
People commonly recognize that surgery is frequently the treatment
of choice of cancer. Siirgery, because of its realistic dangers and the
deep symbolic terrcrs it evokes, is usually anticipated with dread, re¬
gardless of the extent of the prospective operation. The cancer patient
"projects into the future the effect of limitations of fvmction upon the
performance of activities or ways of relating which he feel he cannot
1
sacrifice." lhat is, it is usually the prospective loss of fmction or
fear of death, or both, which xmderly the fears of the patient around
^ ^ -
Charles S. Cameron, Spectrinn Reprint (Brooklyn, 1953), p. 25.
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tiirgoxy.
Froa th» lannent that an operation is ooateaplated, a relationship
begins betaeen the patient and the surgeon. Froa the field of aedielne
and psychiatry ue know that a patient under treataent inrests his regular
physleian wildi personal feelings. "The physloian eomes to represent a
father figure with unliadted authority, and one who is oanisoent and omni-
1potent.* Similarly, in the new situation of the patient-stargeon rela¬
tionship the saae phenoaenon oeours.
Before the operation is undertaken, the patient aust sign a statement
in whidi he grants permission for the neoessary operation. Ilhere the need
for the operation is elearly defined, and idien the patient ean understand
the situation real!stieally, usually less diffieulty is enoountered. How-
ewer, the antieipation of an operation with its aystery, hazards and ez-
peotations may giwe rise to anxiety of the hipest degree.
the prooess of going under anesthesia may rewiwe fears and wishes
2
that have been latent in the vnoonseiotts.* Aoeordlng to Miohaels, some
of ihe more striking of these are the fear of losing oontrol, of being
forced to submit to an external power, of being injured, the wish for
temporary eseape or for a permanent sleep that may result in death*
The operation itself brings with it many complex reactions. First
and foremost is the temporary isolation and retreat that the hospitalization
induces. There is separation froa one's family with the feeliizg of being
alone, lonely, estranged, and the coldness of an institutionalized
^Joseph J. ICichaels, "Psyohiatrie hnplieations of Surgery,* The
Family, XXIII (February, 1943), 563.
*Ibid.
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enTironment. less mature the patient le^ the more dependent and
inaeoure he will be, seeking warmth, affection, and eare from nurses,
1
who in a sense beoomes mother substitutes*”
"The reaction of the operation will in some meastare reflect the same
type of pattern of reaction as that to prcTious traximatie OTents*” On the
part of the patient, shat may be the unoonsoious moti-res in his ohoioe to
hawe an operation? fk** Karl Meiminger, in his book, Man Against Hate re¬
lates that,
(l) He may wish to avoid facing something else that he fears
more than he does surgery, (2) Siere may be pleasure in submitting
to a swgeon who appears strong, dynamie, and omnipotent, (S)
There may be satisfaction in the punishment from the operation,
with azudaty beii^ relieved and guilt for unaeeeptable lowe wishes
being assuaged, (4) The punishment may be the retaliation for
hostile feelings.^
Some other gains from an operation may be the attention, sympathy,
pity, and love that one receives in this situation. Therefore, the in¬
validism may persist long past the usual time for eonvalescence*
All human beings fear inoapaeitation. ”This fear is really the
S
ehildish fear of mutiliation whidh exists in all of us at all times.”
Any operative prooedwe ealls fbrihiear in full force. Patients have been
heard to say that an operation took all of his insides out, or some other
grossly exaggerated statement. Usually, these statements represent the
real emotional reaction of the patient to the operation.
As previously stated all of the patients studied had surgical




Spurgeon English and Gerald H. Pearson, op. cit., p. 428.
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operations resulting in colostomies. They voiced forty>eight problems
ithich they attributed, directly or indirectly to the colostomy. It is
true that the colostomy may be troublesome, but liiien properly constructed
end managed, it is usually compatible mlth normal social pursuits.
Much of the antipathy, both lay and professional, to this
life-saving measure is due to misconceptions. Many of the
frequent eind varied complications of colostomy are correctable
by careful plsmning of -the operation and sufficient attention to
instruct the patient.^
One of the patients studied became extremely hostile when the
operation was mentioned to him by the writer, he stated that his colosto¬
my was not functioning properly and he, therefore, refused to answer any
other questions, saying that he had been used as a "guinea pig," and if
information about a colostomy was desired, "someone who had a better job
done on them should be consulted."
Bankln and Eubanks, related that almost every patient shows some de¬
gree of emotional response to the operation, but only the most marked
psychic reactions are included as complications.
A fearsome suid unpleasant picture hsis been painted in some literature
2
to emphasise the undesirability of oolostcsny. "Social ostracism," sui¬
cide, divorce, economic hardship, esthetic repugnance said other consequences
are sometimes stressed. These factors form some of ihe patients* reactions.
It csomot be denied that many patients become depressed when
after the operation they are first faced with the reality of the
transplantatiln of the bowel.^
^F. W. Rankin, end 9. H. Eubsoiks, Jr., "Complications Following Sur¬
gical Procedures on the Colon," Surgery Clinic, H (1930), p. 876.
2 M
R. Ooldman and W. Eso'tmsai, Repulsive Diseases as Grounds for Divorce;
Physicians Duety to Inform Patient," Chirurgie, DV (1942), p. 270.
F. W. Rankin, and G. H. Eubanks, Jr., op. cit., p. 975.
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One of the patients in this study stated, "If I had known ishat this
would have been like, I wouldn't have had it."
Opinion is divided as to whether or not the patient should be told
before the operation that he is to have a colostomy. "The solution of
this problem taxes all of the resources of the sturgeon's experience,
psychiatric knowledge, and medical art."^
Reactions to Diagnosis
Opinion also differs as to idxether or not the patient should be told
of his diagnosis prior to the operation or at. any time during the course
of his treatment and observation.
Effective propaganda now brings many patients in for diagnosis at an
early date. Since many of these patients suspect cancer themselves, the
question, "Should the truth be told?" is usually now, "How much to tell,
how soon?"
Dr. Robert L. Brown of Emory TSiiversity School of Medicine says.
There can be no fixed rule which will apply to all patients: The
insight and tmderstanding of the physician and the problems of
each patient determine just what shovild be said.^
Sidney Leibowitz states:
Tb a patient who asks, "I don't have a cancer, do I?" the dis¬
cerning physician will probably give an evasive or partial reply
recognizing the wish for negative reassurance.
A patient a little more secure emotionally may ask, "Is this
liable to lead to cancer?" This could be answered with, 'Yes, it
may in time lead to cancer if you neglect it, bvtt prompt surgical
1
"ComplicatioM of Abdominal Colostomy," American Journal of Surgery,
XXCIII (Chicago, 1952), p. 92.
2
Charles S. Cameron, op. pit., p. 25.
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removal will prevent that.'
Such a reply, as suggested by Signey Leibowitz of Beth Israel
Hospital, New York, accomplishes the purposes of allaying the patient's
fears and of urging him towards surgery without delay.
Doctors Richard Renneker and Max Cutler of Chicago, states
Unfortunately, many patients do not ask. They believe it is
cancer and feel that since the surgeon does not talk about It
spontcmeously, the answer must be that he feels they are going to
die and does not wish to have to say so or lie about it. They
suffer in silence.^
Frances Upham, author of, A Bynamic Approach to Illness, statess
As a basis for reality planning, the patient and his family
should understand the nature of the disease process - infectious,
degenerative, destructive, and so on - and which organ will be
primarily and secondarily affected.. .He or the family should know
whether the condition is static, or slowly or rapidly progressive,
and the prognosis with and without treatment.^
The following table shows the twenty-one patients' knowledge of their
diagnosis:
TABLE 9
PATIENTS' ENOTSfLEDGE OF THEIR DIAGNOSIS
Patients
Total 21
Knew they had cancer 2






Frances Upham, op. oit., p. 50.
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Thirteen of the patients studied did not know that they had oanoer.
The reasons they gave for their colostomies were: tinnors, hemmorhoidS)
and constipation. Those patients whose response were tinknowu included
four who were in other hospitals and one whose language difference was a
barrier in the interview. One patient refused to answer the question.
TVro of the patients said they had their colostomies because of cancer.
None of the patients said they had any fear of reoxirrence. One pa-
tient^ who knew his diagnosis, said he had no fear of recurrence because
"it (the cancer) was cut out."
Comparing the responses of Ihe two patients who knew their diagnosis
and the thirteen idio did not, the writer could note no marked differezu>e
in their reactions to the ooloston^.
Adjustment to Colostomy
Twelve of the patients stated that they felt that they had adjusted
to the colostomy; two stated definitely that they had not adjusted to it -
one of whom said he felt that he could never adjust to it. One patient
said she had not "adjusted" to the colostomy, but had "accepted" it.
Six of the patients' responses were unknown - one whose language diff¬
erence made the interview impossible, one idio refused to answer, b\xt whose
reply can be assumed to be "no", and four patients who were in other ho8|itals.
The patients* verbal response to whether or not they felt they had
adjtisted to the colostomy cannot be taken conclusively since there are too
many factors to take into consideration, such as the choice of response and
the generality of the term "adjustment."
Choices cf responses are based on many interlocking sets of
data, two broad areas can be distinguished: one is the observation
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that part of the situation which seems to be outside oneself,
and the other is the observation of one’s own feelings or senti¬
ments about the situation.^
In the most general terms, adjustment can be described as:
Die meeting of two factors. One, stress or strain, describei
the difficulty of -the external situation and the other, resources,
includes the abilities, skills and attitudes which the person
brings to the situation and which are the products of both his in¬
heritance and his experience.2
In general terms "good adjustment" cannot be defined in any single
or complete fashion. It must be defined in terms of appropriate meeting
the problem in view of the level of development of the Individual. Good
adjustment at one level may be poor adjustment at another.
Reactions to Irrigation
Any regime stirs up feelings Ihat must be understood in their partic¬
ular context. "A regime may provide support for the patient, or it may
carry the iit^lication of authority, iidiich the patient may either resent
or welcome."®
Of the twenty-one patients, eleven stated that they irrigated their
colostomies. Of this number, seven verbalized problems curound the process.
Two of the patients' problems were that they lacked bathroom privacy
for irrigating. Both of these patients were rooming and shared the bath¬
room with several other people.
Reactions to Diet
Diet is 8m important control of colostomy management. Special diets
Hugh Cabot and Joseph Eahl, Hman Relations (Cambridge, 1953), p. 293.
2
John E. Anderson, The Psychology of Development emd Personal Adjust¬
ment (New York, 1950), p. 422. .
3
Frances Upham, op. cit., p. 91.
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can create practical and emotional problems. Hiey often entail extra
money emd special preparation. Adults may find diets difficult to follow.
Patients frequently reject a special diet because it rims contrary
to family or cultural food habits. Also, "special diets...may be experi¬
enced as deprivation or a punishment."^
Seven of the patients had prescribed diets, nine did not have pre¬
scribed diets* However, many of this number had learned through experi¬
ence what foods to avoid. Five of the patients’ diets were luilcnown. Of
the seven patients with prescribed diets, three of them admitted that they
had not followed their diets. In two of the three oases, the reason for
not following the diets was "insvifficient funds." One of these patients
stated that she had to eat what the other members of the family ate and
had no money for extra or special foods.
Ihe other patient who stated that he did not follow his diet lived
in a "home", and stated that he had to eat what was given him.
A t&ar that all colostomy patients have is that the bowels will move
excessively while they are away from home.
Eleven of the patients stated that -tiiey had experienced spillage
from the colostomy; ten of these specified that the spillage had occurred
in public which caused embarrassement. One patient stated that while in
church [^e had a spillage and because she didn't know what else to do
she, "just lauded it off." Another patient related that while visiting
a neither, she had a spillage and stated that she "felt terrible." One




him) hd was frequently embarrassed because "his side blew." He stated
that this happened once in church and he hasn't been to church since*
Poiu* of the patients stated that they have never had spillage. It
is interesting to note that three of these patients did not have a pre¬
scribed diet. The other patient had a prescribed diet which he said he
followed.
It is unknown by the writer whether six of the patients in this stucty
had spillage or not) as one would not answer) there was a language diff¬
erence in one) and fow were in other hospitals.
Reactions to Income Changes
Chronic illness) or illness of the breadwinner may create debts or
budgetary deficits for which many people are unable to make adequate pro¬
visions. The source of financial resources and assistances may reveal
conflicts over status) worth) adequacy or independence.
All of the patients studied had employment handicaps) either physical)
emotional or other) varying in degree of seriousness from physical, physi¬
cal senility and extreme inferiority feelings to simple lack of work op-
portimity.
There had been changes in the soxirce of income in thirteen of the
patients. At the time of this study only one of the patients was working.
He was working prior to liie operation but did not retuni to this work be¬
cause it was too strenuous. Prior to the operation he was a "lumber
heindler") but after the operation he secured employment as a butler and
caretaker. He expressed dissatisfaction over this job because he felt
his salary was inadequate to care for himself and his wife properly. The
low salary, he stated, also hindered him from securing an apartment where
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he eoidd have a private bathroom*
Prior to the time of liieir operations twelve of the patients were
employed, and three were receiving -Uieir incomes from social agencies and
Social Security. Also prior to their operations two of the patients were
supported by relatives, and at the time of study there were four supported
by relatives*
There were ei^t problems concerning employnent and source of income
voiced by the patients.
One patient, who was foriy-seven years old at the time of his operation
and fifty years eld at the time of this study, received thirty-five dollars
a week while working as a laborer prior to the oolostony. At the time of
this study, he received his income from the Department of Public Welfare.
He stated that the colostoiy made him too weak to work.
Aoother patient who was sixty-five years old at the time of 8tu<fy com¬
plained bitterly that he could not work. He verbalized by saying the fact
that he could not work, "drives him crazy." Aside from being senile he
also has a tremulous condition whi^ causes his head and hoode to shake con¬
stantly.
One patient had worked as a porter and messenger prior to his oper-
tion and earned forty dolleurs a week. However, after the operation his
wife began working, earning thirty-three dollars a week. Since the oper¬
ation the patient had lost several pounds in weight and developed a cough;
hence, he felt he was not able to return to work. He stated that ha hated
to have his wife "support him."
And still another patient was an automobile mechanic prior to oolos-
tosy. After he had the colostomy he BeoTared employment of the same type
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as before. However, he stated that when physiced examination were given
«md his colostomy discovered, he was fired. He, therefore, reluctantly
requested aid from the Department of Public Welfare, said did not seek work
further.
In considering the source of income of these patients one must con¬
sider their employability said age. At the time of this study nine of them
were sixty-five years old and overj two who were less than sixty-five years
of sige were in hospitals. Also it must be borne in mind that the operation
was a major one said caused some physicsd disability.
Reactions to Marital Changes
!Die patients did not show a drastic change in marital status nor were
msa*ital problems the most prominent in the problems verbalized.
One patient who presented a mso'ital problem, was thirty-nine yesa*8
old at the time of the operation and forty-one 7980*8 old at the time of
this study. This patient stated that since his colostomy he had begun to
fear that he was sterile. He stated that he was not impotent, but for
some reason has not produced children idiich he and his wife desired.
Another patient who stated a marital problem was forty-two years old
at the time of her operation in 1952. She separated from her husband
shortly after her operation because "he made fun of her." This patient
began to cry when discussing her marital situation.
The patient had a history of psyohiatrio therapy years before the co¬
lostomy. She felt that the psychiatrist helped her and would like to con¬
tinue under a psychiatrist's care, but f61t that therapy was too expensive
for her at that time.
The other patient who presented a marital problem was sixty-seven
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years old at the time of his operation, and sixty-nine years old at the
time of study. He stated that his colostomy had caused his wife to re¬
fuse sexual relations with him. He explained that his wife, '*oan't stand
blood or mess.*
Reactions to Changes in Social Activities
In a situation where social contacts are weakened or diminished, the
individual operates in an isolated or semi-isolated manner. His isolation
reinforces his anxiety and tends to alarm and to exaggerate the illness or
handicap.
In all societies there are persons who have physical handicaps of
one type or another. Some handicapped persons have made excellent adjust¬
ments and develop habits and skills which bring them satisfaction and
social esteem. Others withdraw into a shell and become less and less ef¬
fective as years pass. In the main, effective or Ineffective adjustment
depends upon the persons attitude toward his handicap and the attitude
of his friends and associates.
Although fearful of the embarrassement of an uncontrolled colostomy
action when out of the privacy of their own homes, it was Interesting to
note that there was very little change in the recreational and social
activities of the patients studied.
Many of them seldom ventured from their homes, as for example to
visit friends or relatives, or in search of entertainment. However, many
were old and feeble and unlikely to do any of these things even when well
and imhlndered by a colostomy.
Some of the patients simply modified their pre-operative recreational
and social activities to suit their post-operative needs. One patient whose
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favorite pasttime prior to coloston^r was fishing and golfing; at the time
of study fished and hunted.
Another patient who liked to shoot pool before his colostony stated
that he still does this, but not as much as before. The reason he gave
for the reduction was that he was "getting old and could not beat the
younger fellows."
Only one patient sedd oShe visited the loovies. A stay of two hours
or thereabouts in the darkness and comparative quiet of a crowded movie
is a severe test of colostony function.
Reactions to General Changes in Their Lives
Five patients felt that the colostoi^/ hindered their securing employ¬
ment, three felt that they were much better physically. One of these pa¬
tients said she would like to advise anyone who was suffering as she was
to have the operation. Each of the following changes was considered
significant by two patients; Lindted social activity, disgusting methods
of controlling colostoi^y, physical weakness, and embarrassment. One pa¬
tient thought sterility was the greatest problem imposed on him, and one
felt that a nervous stomach, which he attributed to the colostomy, was the
most significant change in his life.
Five patients' reaction to general changes in their lives are unknown.
CH&PTEH Y
THE HOLE OP THE SOCIAL m)R£EE IE EOBEIHG
WITH COLOSTOIDC-PATIENTS
Iho aim of tho oasevorker in illness is to help in tha
restoration of health and to prevent personal and family de¬
terioration as a result of the disease or handicap.^
Referring to the medical social eorker, Bartlett statest
So one of the other practitioners kneer in quite the same may
the medical setting, the social resources of the eonaiiuni'ty, the
meaning of illness to the patient and his family, the character1stio
social problems mhieh arise in the course of Illness, and mays of
helplne the patimt to meet iiieK end to use his medical care effeot-
iToly.
If the patient is to pcurtleipate effectively in his omn recovery, he
needs encouragement in considering mays of meeting his difficulties. If
the patient appears excessively disturbed about his condition, is unable
to plan realistically, or is doubtful about accepting medical treatment,
the oasemorker should attenqpt to evaluate the source and the extent of the
anxiety. If the source of anxiety lies largely in the reality situation,
attention to the practical problems usmlly permits the individual to re¬
linquish some of the anxie'^ mhieh he has connected to the illness and
treatment.
A chronic illness such as cancer is likely to oreate problems mith
mhieh the patient and his family mill need help. Ihe diagnosis of cancer
dmost Invariably produces problems of anxiety in the patient as mell as
in his family members. Ihe patient or the family may require help in facing
Frances Upham, op. eit., p. 43.
Harriett Bartlett, "Some Aspects of Social Casemork in a Medical
Setting," The Family, HI (April, 1940), p. 39.
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the diagnosis and prognosis.
The nedieal recoimnendations for treatiaent of eaneer-«stirge;Qr*^'^diW>
or x-ray-usually create further anxiety. Fear of pain, of disfigurement^
of anssthesia« of incapacity) and of death are counteirparts of any radical
treataent. Becatwe of the hei^tened anxiety at the time of diagnosis and
recosmendations for treatment, the social worker shoTild striTC to keep Idle
reality factors of care and the hopeful aspects in the foreground. *A
supporting relationship with a caseworker can often help both patient and
family to mobilize capacity to meet the difficulties of the situation."^
Timely help by the social worker, in reality planning frequently en>
ables patient and family to handle their anxiety about the medical situ¬
ation.
If the illness creates a financial problem, the patient should be
helped to make eonstruotiwe efforts to utilize available social and com¬
munity resources. The social worker should have a broad and thorough
knowledge of types of agency and community resources, and should help the
patient and his family make selective use of them.
The presence in the home of a ehronically ill person sopoMtimes places
a burden on Idie idiole family. The social worker can help the family under¬
stand l^e total aspects of the patient* s case, the probable duration and
idiether their burden will decline or increase. They may also need help in
evaluating the physical adequacy of the home in the li^t of the patient* a
illness.
Cancer patients edio are bedridden require a great deal of special
'ranees Upham, op. eit., p. 162.
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ear* irixieh often inolndes a great deal of lamderlng. The family may
require aasiatanoe in eTaluating their ability to oare for the patient
lahile, at the same tine, fulfilling their reaponsibilitiea toward the
family aa a whole*
An example of the soeial worker** role in dealing with the family
situation of a patient with a colostomy may be seen in the following easoi
Mr. M. was sixty-seren years old at the time of his operation.
He and his wife had oome to Detroit firon Chicago three years
preriously at the request of iheir two sons. Bo-Oi sons were
married, with ohildren. Iheir ineomes may be classed as moderate.
Botii were purchasing homes at the tim of their father's hospital¬
isation.
Prior to hospitalisation, the patient worksd as a tailor to
support his wife and himself. They maintained a small apartment
in the same neighborhood as the sons. Mhen the patient became
ill and was hospitalised, his wife went to IIto with one of the
sons and his family.
When the patient was ready for disoharge he and his sons re¬
quested the social worker to assist them in obtaining financial
cdd for the patient and his wife. Beth sons felt that their homes
were inadequate in sise for two additional people. They also ex¬
pressed fear of hawing cancer around their children, and expressed
distaste for the methods of colostomy ear* which the patient would
hawe to use.
The patient did not want to haw* to go into the sons' homes
and "take food from their babies." He esqiressed a desire to re¬
turn to work and maintain independence.
Tl>e social worker related to the sons that as far as medical
soienoe knew today, cancer was not eontagieus. She then discussed
the matter of the patient's employment eapabili^ with the doctor
and leaxned that he could probably return to work as a tailor in a
matter of months, fliis was related to the patient and to this
family.
Utilising community resotorees, the worker contacted the 33s-
partaent of Public Welfare to request financial aid for the patient
until he was able to return to work. Bowewer, this was denied by
the departanent dus to the realatiwsly large income of the sons*
Heither the patient nor his wife was eligible for Old Age Assistance
because they were considered "non-residents' by that partieiilar
agency.
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Ihe worker^ the patieatf his wife and l^e sons diaousaed the
B&tter at length and finally a plan vas oonoluded whereby eaeh
son woiild contribute a certain amount of a»ney for their parents*
maintenance} in an apartment of their own. Ihe arrangement did
not put too much strain on either of the sons. Siis solution
seemingly met with the approval of the entire family.
The preceding ease illustrates the worker's role in helping prevent
family disorganization. In doing this she focused her attention upon the
personal problems of the patient and his family. She conferred directly
with the ihysieian in making plans and suggestions on behalf of the
patient. Ihe patient's family's strenglhs were utilized to meet their own,
as well as the patient's needs. Ihe worker also utilized community resources
as a means of patient planning.
"Many individuals have some conflict about getting well because it
1
entails facing the realities of 1heir future." Help in planning for con¬
valescent care should be related to the iadividuaJ.'s totail situation.
In helping Ihe patient to resimse activity following regression in ill-
nessj the social worker should assiit him in evaluating and accepting his
realistic capacity. Ihe case of Mr. B. illustrates ihe social worker's
role in helpi^ a patient accept his realistic oapaci'ty.
Ifi*. B. was thirty-nine years old at the time of his operation
in 1942. Prior to the operation he supported himself and his wife
by working as a "Lumber handler" for a construction company. How¬
ever} after the operation this work was founi to be too strenuous
for him} so he secured es^leyment as a butler and caretaker. Ih
this position his earnings were considerably less than those at the
previous place of employnent.
Mr. B. expressed hostility towards his colostomy in that he
felt it was responsible for his inability to obtain a better pay¬
ing job. He was experiencing some difficulty in the irrigation
procedure of the colostomy vhioh he attributed to the fact that
Ibid.} p. 176.
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h* and hia wifa llvad in a rooning houaa and shared a bathroom
wi-th several other families. He, therefore, did not have enough
time in the bathroom to irrigate properly.
Mr. B. eame to the aoeial morker requesting her aid in getting
him an appearanee on a radio program that mould give gifts to the
participants. He hoped that through this method he eould get enou^
money to secure better living quarters. Ihrough discussion mith
the patient, the worker was able to get him to see the impraotibility
of his plan, and to accept his physical limitations. She also help>
ed him wi-tii more realistic planning.
Having gained some insist into his actions, Mr. B. was able
to remain at his job and stake plans for moving into a small, oom-
fortable, but inexpensive apartment.
Ihis case illustrates the role of the social worker with a patient
who had a physical limitation because of his colostomy. He shewed dis¬
satisfaction with his workii^ and economic conditions, but did not seem
able to aeeept his physical lhaitation in relation to these. The social
worker helped him to realise and accept his physical limitations to some
extent. Be was enooturaged and helped to do realistic planning for his
futxxre. His was able to eventually do this, and seemed more adjusted to
his social and eoonomio conditions.
"Ilhe social worker is in a peculiarly advantageous position to aid
I
the patient with a colostosy in his struggle to resume function." She
can determine the real limitations imposed by the circumstanoes of the
surgery and other therapy. She can mobilise community resouroes for '&e
benefit of the patient or his family. Her training in casework has taught
her the proper approach to the emotionally disturbed patient. She can
accept the patient's dependence and help him voice the resentment and fears
on which his dependence is based. She can interpret his needs to his family
Arthur Sutherland, "The Psychological Impact of Surgery" (Paper pre¬
sented at the .American Cancer Society's Pro^em, national Confermiee of
Social Work, Chicago, May 27, 1952).
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and other important persons In his enrironment. She can help strengthen
or repair signifioe&t relationships. Moreorer, she oan inberpret the
patient's soeial and emotional needs« nhieh she disooTers> to the physi-
olan eoid stirgeon. Her professional statxis stakes her an "authoritatire"
souroe of reassuranoe to the patient. Her traixdng in meeting people's
needs and helping thms to solve praotioal problems makes her a Tsiluable
ally for the patient in his struggle to resxxme his previous life.
In general then^ the medioal social worker's partiolpatioa in assist¬
ing the patient who has had a oolostomy, the same as she assists all pa¬
tients includest
1. Assistii^ the patient with any aspect of need around his under-
atanding and acoeptanoe of his diagnosis) medical earC) reoom-
mendations and limitations placed on him by his illness or
condition (the eolostcssy).2.- Close work with the patient's family sdien the patient's illness
or condition warrants this.
8. Cooperative work wl1Ai other eommunity agencies for the benefit
of the patient.
4. Cooperative work and a close working relationship (team-work
activity) with ^e physician) the nurse and otdier professional
personnel.
Modern medicine entails and focuses upon the treatment of the "idiole"
individual and not the disease entity alone. The medioal soeial worker's




From ooBsideration of so small a group of oases one la net entitled
to drew ooncluslons but may reasonably form certain Impressions.
Amazing adTances In therapeutlo techniques have increased the
nuaiber of oanoer survivals and radically altered the problems involved
In management of the patient who has oanoer.
Extensive surgery, which is necessary for the control of many forms
of oanoer. brings about serious changes in form and function of various
parts of the body. All of the patients In this study had cancer of the
anal or oelonio regions of the body, the treatment for which was extensive
or radical surgery*^the abdominal perineal resection with the resulting
permanent colostomy.
The patient with a colostomy has inevitable realistlo problems on the
physical plane which may carry with them serious psyohologlccd difficulty --
the need to Irrigate, the ever present threat of spillage, and the diet
regime.
The surgioal experience itself has a profound intact on the patient.
Surgezy. because of its realistic dangers and the deep symibolie terror
it evokes, is usually anticipated with dread, regardless of the extent
of the prospective operation.
The twenty-one patients in this study voiced forty-eight problems
which they attributed directly or indirectly to their colostomies. These
problems concerned (in order of frequency)i (1) spillage. (2) lack of
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employmeixt, (3) irrigation, (4) iuadaquata housing or bathroom facilities,
(5) dietary diffioulties, (6) diarrhea, (7) adjustment to the colostomy,
(8) marital difficulties, end (9) lack of, or restrieted social life.
All but four of the patients interviewed had experienced spillage at
some time or ether and expressed concern and anxiety about this. It is
net known by the writer whether the spillage was due to dietary or emotional
disturbances.
The patients studied showed a siarked decline in employment after the
operation. Prior to their oolostesiies, twelve of the patients were em¬
ployed; whereas, at the time of this study, only one was employed. However,
seven of the patients were sixty-five years eld and over at the time of
their operation, and at the time of the study, nine were sixty-five years
of age and over. Notwithstcuidlng, the age factor, it cannot be concluded
that age was the sole factor in the employment decline.
The one patient who was employed at the time of study was enqployed
in a less strenuous Job than pre-operatlvely, and etmed less wages.
Irrigation, as a means of colostomy control, was performed by-eleven
of the patients interviewed. Seven of these patients voiced problems
around the irrlgatlonal process. These problesis Included lack of bath¬
room privacy, physical discomfox*t in irrigation, emotional difficulties
of irrigation, and the time consumed in irrigating.
Three of the patients presented problems of diarrhea. Diarrhea suod
spillage are similar, but in this study spillage refers to constant bowel
movements uncontrolled to the point where it is obvious to people other
than the patient in that the fecal material leaks through the patient's
dressings. Diarrhea, on the other hand, is intermittanly constant at
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interrals.
The diet of the patient with a eoloetony ia an Important means of
control of the colostomy* Seyen of the studied patients stated that they
had prescribed diets. Two of the nine patients without prescribed diets
stated that they had "made* diets which aided them in colostomy control*
The problem of finance for purchasing desired types of food seemed
to be a hardship in the three oases where the patients had prescribed
diets* For this reason they stated that they did net follow their diets.
Coiq>arlng the Buurital status of the patients prior to their operations
and at the time of study, there seemed to be little change in the status
quo which could be attributed directly or indirectly to the colostomy.
Hbweyer, one patient separated from her husband after the operation because,
"he made fun of her." One patient expressed a fear of castration, and still
another patient stated that rejection of sexual relations by his wife was
due to the fact that he had a colostomy.
The social life of the patients at the time of study was relatiyely
the same as it was prior to the operation* Only one of the patients stated
that he engaged in less actiTities then before the operation. The other
sixteen patients who were interriewed stated that they felt ill at ease
away from home because of the colostomy, they also stated that they had
not had 3nany social actiTities outside of the home pre-operatiyely* Four
of the twenty-one patients studied were net interriewed.
Opinions of authorities differ as to whether or not the patient with
cancer should be told his diagnosis. That is, seme authorities belieye
that no patient should be advised of his diagnosis, while other authori¬
ties state that some patients, depending upon the maturity and personality
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integration, ahould be made aware of their diagnosis of oanoer* Of the
patients studied, only two knew their true diagnosis. The remainder who
were interriewed, said their operations had been perfoirmed because of
hemmorhoids, constipation, and tumors. The writer noted no marked
differences in the reactlonal patterns of the patients who knew their
diagnosis and those who did not.
Twelve of the patients studied stated that they had adjusted to the
ooloston^, two stated definitely that they had not adjusted to it} while
another said she had not "culjusted'' to the eolostoi^, but had "accepted"
it.
The patients* verbcdised responses to whether or not they had adjust¬
ed to the eolostoay cannot be taken oonolusively since there sire too many
factors to take into consideration, suoh as the ohoioe of response and the
genersdlty of the tern "adjustment".
The social worker is in an advantageous position to aid the patient
with a colostomy in his struggle to resume function. She can help him to
accept the physical limitations set by the operation and oan help him
function within these limitations.
In order that some type of conclusion may be drawn from this study,
the experiences of some authorities who have worked with patients with
colostomies may be drawn upon.
Cuthbert Dukes summarised his experiences from a survey of one hundred
oolostoi^ patients by saying, "...many keep in good health, lead useful
lives end seem to be little handicapped ly colostomy." On the vdiole, the
1
Maurice E. Ewing, "Colostonyi The Patient's Point of View," Post
Graduate Medical Journal, XX.VI (London, 1950), p. 80.
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twenty^oue patients studied differed from Dukes’ patients in that only
five of the patients studied reported that they felt theraselTes in good
health. Only one of the total number of patients studied was gainfully
employed at the time of study and fourteen of them stated that they were
handicapped the colostomy because of spillage.
Lockhart Ifumnery^ believed the disability following colostomy to be
"surprisingly little", and found that most of his patients had no Inoon-
Tonlenoe at all and were able to travel, shoot and play golf as normal
folks. Of the twenty-one patients studied, prior to the oolostoqy nine
participated la social and recreational aotlTities. Only one of the nine
patients diminished in his social activities after the oolostony. The
seven patients who were inactive socially prior to the oolostony remained
inactive. The activity status of five of the patients was unknown.
2
Pheiller, in 1937, said that he believed the most vociferous ob¬
jectors to colostomy are those who do not have them and do not need them
to sujrvive. In one instance in the study, the patient's husband so ob¬
jected her colostomy that he fpd the patient separated. Also, two of the
patients studied expressed the objections of people with whom they were
living and were forced to share the bathroom. One of -these patients was
forced -to move.
3
Lahey, from his wide experience, is convinced that colostony pa¬






six iBonths to become acoustomed to the oonstipatlng diet, to leara what
liberties ean be taken, and to allow heading end shrinkage to ooour.
Each of the patients studied had haid the oolostony for a period of two
years and longer* Yet, all but two of them oomplained of spillage and
three expressed hawing dietary difficulties.
Although most of the opinions mentioned seemed to favor the colostomy,
it can be seen by the patients in this study that the lot of the oolestomy
patient may by no means be completely unhappy, yet the eolestony can pre¬
sent realistic problems for the patient. However, an alternative operative
procedure which would spare the patient disability slight diaiinish his
chances for life. Host of the patients studied did attend clinie reguleorly
in order to do all that they could to remain alivej thus, showing a desire
to live.
Continuous, public education should emphasise the hopeful outlook if
cancer is recognised and treated early. If this is done life will be pro¬
longed and human suffering diminished.
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1. How-often do you irrigate?
2. How long does it take you to irrigate?
__________________________
5. Hhat is the greatest problem you have with irrigation?
4. HaTe you erer had a "spillage"? Yes Ho
Mhere were you idien the "spillage" ooourred?
5. 3k> you have a prescribed diet? Yes Ho
6. Do you follow your diet? Yes Ho
If you do not follow your diet, idiy not?
7 • Place of employment before operation
Position held
______________________________ Salary ______________
8. Place of employment after operation ^
Position held
_______________________ Salary ■
9. In what social aetiTities did you engage before your operation?10.In what soeial aotirities do you now engage?
11. Marital status before operation




Reason for change In aarital status y if any (eheek one)
Spouse died ©ivoroed
Sepeorated llsunriedIS.nhat ehanges hnd the Colostomy made in your life in general?
14. Co you fuel you hare made a good adjustment to your Colostomy?
Tee Ho
15. Hare you any eonoern that your tumor mill recur?
16. lihat is the greatest disadvantage of your ColostcuDy? __________17.How have you adjusted to it?
